
Channel Segmentation Design for Symmetrical FPGAs�Wai-Kei Mak and D. F. Wongwkmak@cs.utexas.edu, wong@cs.utexas.eduDepartment of Computer SciencesUniversity of Texas at AustinAustin, TX 78712December 6, 1996Abstract| The channel segmentation design problem for symmetrical FPGAs is the problem of design-ing segmented tracks in the interconnection channels to provide good net routability and delay performance atthe same time. In this paper, we show how to decompose the problem into the segmentation design problems ofthe vertical and horizontal channels by a statistical analysis of the net distribution on a symmetrical FPGA.And we propose an e�ective approach for segmented channel design when the allowed number of tracks in achannel is �xed and limited.1 IntroductionField Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are logic devices that can be programmed by the usersto implement di�erent circuit designs. They are widely used for system prototyping and logicemulation because of their short production time and low prototyping cost.Figure 1 shows the basic symmetrical FPGA architecture. A symmetrical FPGA chip con-sists of a two-dimensional array of logic cells. The routing channels between adjacent rows andbetween adjacent columns of logic cells provide paths to realize the inter-cell connections requiredfor implementing a given circuit design. A routing channel contains a set of tracks. At the inter-section of a vertical channel and a horizontal channel, there are some crossing switches, each ofwhich can be programmed to establish a link between a vertical and a horizontal track [1, 2, 3].Each track on the chip is divided into a number of segments. And there is a continuing switchbetween every two neighbouring segments on a track. By programming these switches, consecutivesegments can be linked together to realize longer paths.In the early FPGAs, the segments are of unit length, as a result each track is highly populatedwith switches. Since the switches have high resistance and capacitance, they introduce signi�cant�This work was partially supported by a grant from Lucent Technologies.1
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channelsFigure 1: Basic symmetrical FPGA architecture.delay even for routing a net of moderate length. Though we may reduce the number of switcheson the tracks to reduce the delay, this will also reduce routability. This tradeo� between delayperformance and routability presents a segmentation design problem. And in more recent FPGAs,tracks making up of longer segments are provided in addition to the unit-length segmented tracks.In this paper, we address the channel segmentation design problem for the symmetricl FPGAs.We consider using a set of di�erent types of tracks and determine how many tracks in each typeshould be used in a channel to provide high routability and good delay performance when the totalnumber of tracks is already �xed. In particular, we adopt a regular segmentation model where eachtrack is divided into segments of equal length. See Figure 2 for an example channel of the regularsegmentation model with three types of tracks.
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single lines { Figure 2: Regular segmentation model.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show how to reduce thesymmetrical FPGA channel segmentation design problem into the design problems of vertical andhorizontal channels when the issue of routing delay is taken into account. In section 3, we proposea new approach for channel segmentation design using the regular segmentation model. Finally, wepresent the experimental results and the conclusions in section 4 and section 5, respectively.2 Channel Segmentation Design for Symmetrical FPGAsIn this section, we consider the channel segmentation design problem for symmetrical FPGAs. Weshow how to decompose it to the segmentation design problems of vertical and horizontal channels2



based on a statistical analysis of the distribution of the net. As was observed in [4], segmentationdesign for a symmetrical FPGA can be obtained by constructing channel segmentations for thehorizontal and vertical channels independently by using some channel segmentation design algo-rithm for a single channel [5, 7, 6]. Here we show in details how this can be done. We present adecomposition which takes into account the issue of delay to ensure good overall delay performance.Following [8], we model a symmetrical FPGA chip as a two-dimensional grid where the grid-lines correspond to the channels and each grid-point corresponds to the intersection of a horizontaland a vertical channel. We assume that nets in a symmetrical FPGA chip are routed in a minimumdistance fashion. Most routing algorithms attempt to accomplish this because it can minimize netdelay and channel congestion. Moreover, to guarantee that the delay for an inter-cell connectionis not too large, we should also limit the number of turns it is allowed to make because every turnmakes use of one crossing switch which incurs signi�cant delay. In the following, we assume thateach connection can make at most two turns (but the same method also applies for any other �xednumber of turns allowed). This implies that each connection can consist of at most three pieces(see Figure 3). Finally, we should limit the number of switches used by each piece.
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1Figure 3: (a) A net. (b) Five desirable ways to connect the net.Assuming the nets are routed in a minimum distance fashion and can make at most two turns,the number of routes between any two grid-points is equal to the Manhattan distance between them(provided that they are in di�erent rows and di�erent columns). For example, the number of waysto route net 1 in Figure 3(a) is �ve. We will assume that these routes are equally likely to be takenfor routing a net between the two grid-points.We can perform a statistical analysis to determine the length distributions of the verticalpieces and of the horizontal pieces which make up the �nal connections. This will allow us to tailorthe vertical channel segmentation pattern for routing the vertical pieces and tailor the horizontalchannel segmentation pattern for routing the horizontal pieces. Hence we may reduce the channel3



segmentation design problem of a symmetrical FPGA to the channel segmentation design problemof the vertical and horizontal channels.We will �rst demonstrate how to do the analysis using a very simple example. In this example,we assume that there are only two types of nets to simplify the discussion. The two types of netsare shown in Figure 4. The second terminal of a type 1 net is two rows below and two columnsto the right of its �rst terminal. The second terminal of a type 2 net is two rows below and onecolumn to the left of its �rst terminal. There are four ways to route a type 1 net (Figure 5(a)) andeach has a probability of 14 to be taken. There are three ways to route a type 2 net (Figure 5(b))and each has a probability of 13 to be taken. Suppose the proportions of type 1 and type 2 nets are40% and 60%, respectively.
Type 1 (40%) Type 2 (60%)Figure 4: Net distribution.
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Figure 5: Desirable ways of connection.To �nd the distribution of the length of the vertical pieces, we calculate the expected numbersof unit-length and double-length vertical pieces a type 1 net contributes, and the expected numbersof unit-length and double-length pieces a type 2 net contributes.Expected number of unit-length vertical pieces from a type 1 net is 0� 14+2� 14+0� 14+0� 14 =12 . Expected number of unit-length vertical pieces from a type 2 net is 0� 13 +2� 13 +0� 13 = 23 .4



Expected number of double-length vertical pieces from a type 1 net is 1 � 14 + 0 � 14 + 1 �14 + 1� 14 = 34 .Expected number of double-length vertical pieces from a type 2 net is 1� 13+0� 13+1� 13 = 23 .Hence the expected ratio of the number of unit-length vertical pieces to the number of double-length vertical pieces is (40% � 12 + 60% � 23) : (40% � 34 + 60% � 23) = 6 : 7. So the expectedpercentages of vertical pieces having unit-length and double-length are 46% and 54%, respectively.In the same way, we can compute the expected percentages of horizontal pieces having unit-lengthand double-length.The procedure for �nding the distribution of the length of the vertical (horizontal) pieces isdescribed formally below.We can divide the nets on a N � N grid into four major classes according to the relativepositions of its terminals as shown in Figure 6. A net whose terminals lie in the same columnbelongs to class A. A net whose terminals lie in the same row belongs to class B. A net that hasa terminal located to the right and below its other terminal belongs to class C. A net that hasa terminal located to the right and above its other terminal belongs to class D. We can furtherdivide each major class of nets into di�erent subclasses according to the vertical and horizontaldistances between the net terminals. There are N � 1 subclasses for class A because the verticaldistance between two distinct grid-points in a column can range from 1 to N � 1. Similarly, thereare N � 1 subclasses for class B. There are (N � 1) � (N � 1) subclasses for class C because thevertical distance can range from 1 to N � 1 and the horizontal distance also can range from 1 toN�1. Similarly, there are (N�1) � (N�1) subclasses for class D. So there are 2(N�1)N di�erenttypes of nets in all.
A C DBFigure 6: Relative terminal positions for the four classes of nets.For the kth (k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2(N�1)N) type of net, we enumerate all the possible ways to routeit in a minimum distance fashion with at most two turns; we denote the number of such routesby rk. Let the number of vertical pieces of length l in the ith (i = 1; 2; : : : ; rk) route be vki(l).Since all the rk routes are equally likely to be taken to route a type k net, the expected number ofvertical pieces of length l contributed by a type k net is vk(l) =Prki=1 vki(l) � 1rk . And the expectednumber of vertical pieces of length l when all the connections of the nets on the grid are realized isP2(N�1)Nk=1 nkvk(l) where nk is the number of nets of type k. The distribution of the length of thevertical pieces can then be computed. Thus the distribution of the length of the horizontal piecescan also be found in a similar way. 5



Knowing the length distributions of both the vertical and horizontal pieces means that wecan independently tailor the vertical and horizontal channel segmentation patterns for routing thevertical and horizontal pieces. Next, we will address the channel segmentation design problem ofindividual channels.3 Channel Segmentation DesignIn this section, we introduce a new approach for channel segmentation design.To route a net, there will be greater exibility if we allow a few adjacent segments in the sametrack to be joined end-to-end by continuing switches. But in order to upper bound the routingdelay of a net in a channel, we need to limit the number of continuing switches, and hence thenumber of segments, that the net passes through. A K-segment channel routing is a routing thatassigns each net to a track such that no segment is occupied by more than one net and each netoccupies at most K segments. For example, a 3-segment channel routing exists for the channelrouting instance in Figure 7 (we may route net 1 on the lower track and net 2 on the upper trackto obtain a 3-segment routing), but there is no 1-segment or 2-segment channel routing for it.
net 1
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TracksFigure 7: Two nets in a segmented channelPrevious works [5, 6, 7] on routing channel design are mostly based on the segmentation designprocedure in [5] for 1-segment channel routing. The major contribution in [5] is that they provedthat asymptotically a segmented routing channel can be nearly as e�cient as a freely customizedrouting channel without the restriction of using �xed segments of pre-determined lengths. Inparticular, they showed how to design a segmented channel with width at most a few times that ofa freely customized channel to achieve a high probability of routing completion when the channellength is large. But this is not good enough in reality because the channel width is limited in sizedue to area constraint.In [7], a few shortcomings of the procedure in [5] was described and a more sophisticatedprocedure was suggested to overcome the shortcomings. However, using their procedure, each trackhas a di�erent segmentation pattern and the segments in the same track have di�erent lengths.This is di�erent from the commercially available symmetrical FPGAs where the types of tracks arenot too many and all segments from the same type of tracks have equal length. So in this paper,we propose a new approach for channel segmentation design based on statistical analysis when thenumber of types of tracks is �xed and each track is divided into segments of equal length.6



The main idea of our algorithm is as follows. If we are given a set of di�erent types of tracks,the number of tracks of each type assigned to a channel of �xed width should be proportional tothe utility of the type where a high utility means that the segments of a track are expected to behighly demanded by the nets to complete the routing. We will next describe how to measure thetrack type utility.For K-segment routing, we want to route each net using no more than K consecutive seg-ments. And we also want to avoid excessive waste of segments so that we can route more netssimultaneously. For example, we will not prefer to route net i on a type 1 track in Figure 8 becausethe net only spans a small portion of the track but if we route the net using this track, the wholetrack will become unusable for routing any other net. Instead, we will prefer routing it on a type 2track.
Type 1 track

net i

Type 2 trackFigure 8: Track selection for routing a net.So a good routing criterion for a net is that it spans no more than K segments of a track andthe total length of the segments occupied by it is no more than � times its length where � is somesmall constant greater than 1.Given the net distribution, the demand for a particular segment of a track is de�ned as theexpected proportion of nets that can be routed using it under the above criterion when we put thetrack in a channel. For example, suppose we take K = 3 and � = 1:5, and we consider a routingchannel with two types of tracks and a net distribution as shown in Figure 9. To route an A net,there are two good choices, either using the 1st segment (counting from the left) of a type 1 track,or the 1st to the 3rd segments of a type 2 track. But there is only one good choice for routinga B net, which is using the last segment of a type 2 track. (Though a B net can �t in the lastsegment of a type 1 track, it is not a good candidate because the length of the segment is morethan �(= 1:5) times the length of a B net.) Similarly, there is only one good choice for routing a Cnet, which uses the 3rd and the 4th segments of a type 2 track. And there are two good choices toroute a D net, either using the last segment of a type 1 track, or the last two segments of a type 2track. Since the 1st segment of a type 1 track will only be used to accommodate an A net underthe forementioned good routing criterion and the percentage of A nets is 20%, the demand for the1st segment of a type 1 track is 20%. As the 2nd segment of a type 1 track will only be used toaccommodate a D net, the demand for the the 2nd segment of a type 1 track is 25%. And thedemands for the 1st to the 6th segments of a type 2 track are 20%; 20%; 20%+25%; 25%; 25%, and25%+30%, respectively. Note that the demand for the 3rd segment of a type 2 track is 20%+25%because it can be used to accommodate an A net or a C net under the good routing criterion.The utility of a track type is de�ned as the average demand of the segments of a track of that7
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A (20%)Figure 9: Net distribution.type. If a track type has a high utility, we should have more tracks of that type. So the number oftracks of each type we assign to a channel of �xed width is proportional to the utility of the type.The complete channel design procedure is given below.Channel Design for K-segment RoutingInputs: L = channel length, T = total number of tracks,U = number of types of tracks, lu = segment length of a type u track,� = good routing criterion constant,h(x; l) = probability that a net is of length l and its left-end is at column x.Output: number(u) = number of tracks of type u to use./* Initialize demand(u; j), the demand of the jth segment of a type u track to zero for all u, j */for x = 0 to L dofor l = 0 to L� x dofor u = 1 to U doif a net from columns x to x+ l spans segments s to s + i� 1 of a type u trackand i � K and i � lu � � � l thenfor j = 0 to i � 1 dodemand(u; s+ j) = demand(u; s+ j) + h(x; l);rof;�;rof;rof;rof;cumulative sum(0) = 0;for u = 1 to U doutility(u) = (PdL=luei=1 demand(u; i))=dL=lue;cumulative sum(u) = cumulative sum(u � 1) + utility(u);rof;for u = 1 to U donumber(u) = j cumulative sum(u)cumulative sum(U)k � T � j cumulative sum(u�1)cumulative sum(U) k � T ;rof;Here we suggest one possible way to select the segment lengths for the di�erent types oftracks. The shortest segment lengths we use in a channel can be one, two, and four as are nowcommonly used in the commercial symmetrical FPGAs. The length of the other types of tracks to8



use depend on the channel length L and the value of K where K-segment routing is desired. Thelongest segment length needed is dL=Ke, because this guarantees that any net will be routable onsuch longest segment track using K-segment channel routing. If we want to use 3 + m types oftracks, the segment lengths of the di�erent types of tracks we pick will be 1; 2; 4; 4r; 4r2; : : : ; 4rmwhere r = (dL=Ke4 ) 1m . The value of r should be less than the value of K so that no matter whatthe length of a net is, it will be routable on at least one type of tracks satisfying the good routingcriterion.4 Experimental ResultsWe used our channel segmentation procedure to design routing channels for di�erent net lengthdistributions assuming the net left-end points follow a uniform distribution. (This choice of dis-tribution for the net left-end point is very close to reality as con�rmed by empirical studies [6].)Moreover, we generated di�erent routing problem instances and determined the success rate ofrouting on the channels using the multi-segment routing algorithm from Zhu et al. [7].The following notations are used:L: Channel length;T : Number of tracks in a channel;K: Maximum number of segments for routing a net;D: Maximum number of net terminals occupying a column;h(x; l): Probability that a net is of length l and its left-end is at column x;f(l): Probability that a net is of length l.First we set the channel length L to 20 and the number of tracks T to 18. We notedthe routability of the channels produced by our channel segmentation design procedure for ninedi�erent distributions of net length (see Table 1). Distributions bi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 6 are de�ned asfollows. If f(l) = (p1; p2; p3; p4; p5), then the probability that a net has length within the interval(0:2(j � 1)L; 0:2jL] is equal to pj=(P1�k�5 pk). \Ge", \No", and \Po" are geometric, normal,and Poisson distributions, respectively. For each distribution, 300 routing problem instances weregenerated, and then the function h(x; l) was extracted. The net distribution h(x; l), along with thevalues of L, T , D, and K were used as the inputs to our segmentation design procedure. And weset the value of � in the good routing criterion to be 1.5, i.e., a routing of a net is considered goodif the total length of the segments occupied by it is no more than 1.5 its length.Then we tried to route the 300 randomly generated problem instances of each distributionon the segmentation channel designed for that distribution. The percentage of successful routingfor the instances with the same channel density in a distribution was noted. As in [7], we de�nethe threshold density dT as the smallest channel density d such that less than 90% of the instanceswith density d in the distribution are successfully routed.We used L = 20, T = 18, D = 6, and K = 2 for the experimental results reported in Table 1.9



The performance of the channels produced by our procedure is compared with that obtained bythe procedure in [7]. Table 1: Experimental results.f(l) [7] OursdT dT=T dT dT=Tb1 (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) 15 0.83 17 0.94b2 (1; :8; :5; :3; :1) 14 0.78 15 0.83b3 (1; :5; :3; :1; 0) 13 0.72 14 0.78b4 (1; :5; :3; :5; 1) 13 0.72 16 0.89b5 (:2; :5; 1; :5; :2) 16 0.89 15 0.83b6 (1; :2; :1; 0; 0) 11 0.61 14 0.78Ge l;  = 0:7 12 0.67 13 0.72No � = 4; �2 = 10 16 0.89 15 0.83Po �le��=l!; � = 3:0 13 0.72 15 0.83mean = 0:76 mean = 0:83And we repeated the experiments using some longer and wider channels. We used L = 50,T = 24, D = 8, and K = 3 and got he results are shown in Table 2.From Tables 1 and 2 , we can see that the threshold densities of our channels are better inmost cases even though our channels are generated under a more restricted model which requiresthe segments in the same track to have the same length. This demonstrates that the regularsegmentation model is a good choice in segmented channel design, and our approach for determininga good mix of tracks under the regular segmentation model is very e�ective in designing good verticaland horizontal channels in symmetrical FPGAs.5 ConclusionsWe have shown that channel segmentation design for the symmetrical FPGA architecture withgood delay performance and routability can be obtained by a decomposition into the segmentationdesigns of the vertical and horizontal channels. And we proposed a new e�ective approach forchannel segmentation design when the number of tracks in a channel is �xed and limited, whichcan be directly applied to the design of the vertical and horizontal channels in symmetrical FPGAs.References[1] AT&T Mircroelectronics, Optimized Recon�gurable Cell Array (ORCA) Series Field-10
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